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Mixing in two stages
Exact Mixing by Reading Bakery Systems has implemented more than 100 continuous mixing 
 installations worldwide. One of the latest developments is the HDX “high development mixer”, 
developed specifically to process doughs at low temperatures.

+ The “high development mixer” is a further develop
ment of Reading’s mixer family originally developed 

for snack, cracker and biscuit/cookie lines. The mixer operates 
in two stages. Two shafts in the first stage blend the raw 

materials to yield a homogeneous 
mixture. The resulting dough is then 
kneaded by a single shaft in the 
second section to form a gluten 
network. The mixer is available in 
various models and is used in lines 
made by the affiliated company 
AMF for toast, buns, bread, Eng
lish muffins and similar products. 
Feed and metering systems for both 
dry and  liquid raw materials, in
cluding temperature control, are 
supplied with the system. Four 

models are currently on the market, the HDX 50 dough 
throughputs up to 2500 kg/h, the HDX 80 for up to 4000 kg/h, 
the HDX 120 for up to 7000 kg/h and finally the HDX 200 
for up to 10,000 kg of dough per hour. +++

About continuous mixing
Seven questions to Jim Warren, Vice-President 
of Exact Mixing at Reading Bakery Systems

+ bbi: Do you have any experience with the 
con tinuous mixing of hard-crust rolls or ba-
guette rolls?
+ Warren: Yes, we have spent the last few years 
researching and developing this technology.
+ bbi: You talk about more than 100 continuous mixing 
installations worldwide – in which kind of industry?
+ Warren: Our applications are very varied. All those 
mentioned are applications, and we also mix dough for 
pizza, sweet goods, fillings, crisps and pet foods. We 
started 25 years ago with stiffer snack doughs, such as 
pretzels and bagels. Over time we have added applications 
with softer doughs and higher hydration levels. Our most 
recent new applications have been hamburger buns, 
rolls and muffins.
+ bbi: Can you please explain the way you are mixing, in 
what steps, with what kind of tools in what section and 
are there modifications possible regarding different 
doughs?
+ Warren: No mixer can make every product, so we offer 
5 types of mixer designs to make a full range of products. 

Each mixer is available in many sizes. Within 
each type of mixer, the shaft can be configured 
in different ways.
+ bbi: Is it possible for a relaxing phase be-
tween the mixing and kneading phases, and how 
long can it be?
+ Warren: It is certainly possible, and time is 
only a question of the floor space available. 

We offer fully auto mated systems for resting between 
the mixing stages.
+ bbi: Can you please explain the cleaning process?
+ Warren: CIP is possible, or a fully opening design allows 
for direct high pressure wash-down.
+ bbi: Can you offer a complete process equipment from 
silo, metering of dry and liquid materials and pre-blending 
to dough discharge?
+ Warren: Yes, we can offer from silo to discharge.
+ bbi: What is the difference between your HDX-Mixer 
and Zeppelin-Reimelt’s Codos-Kneader?
+ Warren: We remain focused on our designs, which are 
created based on experience and our relationship with 
major food manufacturers and bakers. We do not consid-
er our competitor’s equipment as we believe we offer the 
most advanced equipment available.

++ The HDX mixing system, 
adapted to manufacture buns – 
a video of the machine can be 
seen here: www.exactmixing.com/ 
quick-video-clips.html
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The entire world of baking comes together in Las Vegas, USA for four high-impact days 
to explore what’s new in the grain-based foods industry—all of the latest product trends, 
innovative equipment & technology, and effective business strategies to help you run 
a more profitable operation. IBIE is your trade show, your industry, your world—and it 
only comes around once every three years. Seize the opportunity and become more 
competitive in the evolving global marketplace.

Join IBIE’s International Buyer Program by contacting your local U.S. Embassy  

or Consulate and receive a 50% savings on registration. Visit www.IBIE2016.com  

for international visitor information, travel tips and a Visa application.

REGISTER NOW AT WWW.IBIE2016.COM
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This is an article from the specialist journal baking+biscuit, 
which is published six times a year.

As a subscriber you will receive the specialist journal with reportage from actual practice, 
research and development reports, market analyses and company portraits immediately after 
publication. This will give you a soundly based, comprehensive overview of the current state 
of the art and of the baking sector.

Anyone who is interested can order a trial copy of the journal to get to 
know it, free of charge and without obligation, at 

www.bakingbiscuit.com

In our archive on this home page you will also find all the reports as pdf files. You will find 
the specialist articles there, sorted by publication years; they can be searched using a full-
text search.

++ Copyrights, quoting and using texts

Please note that the simple quoting of our texts is permitted, provided the length of the 
quotation remains within reasonable limits. In this respect we consider three sentences to be 
a good limit. Please link to our text. Please ask us beforehand at info@foodmultimedia.de 
only if you want to use the quotation for advertising or want to pass it on to third parties for 
commercial reasons.

The lengthy quotation or adopting of our texts is permitted only after agreement with f2m.

The re-use of images from our texts and videos is permitted only after licensing with the 
holders of the rights.

Otherwise the usual copyright rule applies: We, the f2m food multimedia gmbh, reserve all 
rights to the contributions on our web site.

++ Please contact us if you have any further questions.

http://www.bakingbiscuit.com/?utm_source=Fachartikel&utm_medium=PDF&utm_content=2016-02&utm_campaign=Fachartikelarchiv-bbi

